The violence

The violence affect where I live by fight and I never see or know but there are many people how do that by knife and gun and drug but that bad and the mean violence killing people and other stuff. The violence sometimes come from games like Call Of Duty or the top game when you have to kill, the violence effect my by fight or when I get upset that I have to fight that a variance but I never kill a people or hit. On very life but in games wise on PS3 when I play killing people on the game I felt like I got to kill someone or my family but I said to my self oh no we had and I can go to jail and I control my self some people don't do that they just do what they mind are said because the mind have control of the men that then control there mind and fight there
is the problem when you do what your mind said. I feel bad for those people how
kill their family because they been playing or watching. Let them do it that why games stop. Don't sell
gang like an. Back to hire. Go in to a gang is a bad idea. The you made because you
you have to kill people or sometime kill your neighborhood friend. And that's bad
that why I star thinking about it. I get distracted by my mind and one
of my teenage by hire. 'forensico' and I be

wow what just happen like now. Oh that moment that you are reading it you don't
know what people is dead on what country
right how hire on Dominican Republic
Two years ago there was fight the one
men pick up a rocks and the other on
a wire they start to fight and the other
how lose the fight never go back to
the place. I was living because he was
afraid the that guy kill and the police on
Dominican. If you said them money
they don't do anything about it
The why Dominican is how how have to
Much violence and people are afraid to visit there again. But on Boston on one of the, I think it was last week some one got killed on the bus onbury. I feel bad for the child. How kill the person because how if they caught him he is going to jail and that how violence happen on my neighborhood.